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Overview
Churchill’s corporate housing extranet was built in response to the need for a
full-featured corporate housing and employee relocation management tool. The
extranet is constantly being expanded and improved upon to meet the everchanging needs of our dynamic industry.
Both corporate clients and their transferees can manage every aspect of their
temporary housing by utilizing the single-point-of-contact that Churchill’s
extranet provides.
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Real-Time Tool
Churchill’s extranet is a unique, real-time tool for establishing
a single point of contact, facilitating timely service and
ensuring optimal customer satisfaction.

Move-In Information
Information pertaining to a guest’s
move-in is available online anywhere in
transit. Each extranet account gives a
full profile of that guest’s apartment,
including their specific unit number and
apartment features.
At any time before or during their stay,
a guest can log in to their extranet
account and retrieve important
information such as their mailbox
number, apartment key arrangements,
garbage collection schedule or assigned
parking location.
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Comprehensive Area Info
A Churchill extranet account gives
guests everything they need to
learn about their new location.
Detailed area information guides
can be downloaded and printed.
Driving directions, maps and
points-of-interest are available
online through the integration of
Microsoft’s Virtual Earth™
application.
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Local Area Information
In addition to driving directions and local points of interest, the Churchill
extranet is integrated with Google™ maps to provide comprehensive area
information for each corporate apartment. All the information your transferees
need to make themselves at home in their new location can be quickly accessed
online. Everything from train, bus and subway stations, restaurants and
museums, to hospitals, dry cleaners, supermarkets, parking garages and more.
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Personal Attention
Our corporate housing extranet provides both guests and clients with immediate
access to their dedicated Churchill representative. Contact information is
prominently displayed on every page.

Your Churchill contact is personally involved with
your account, and is made available to you through
a variety of contact options. This person is
supported by your company’s Churchill account
team, a staff of customer service and temporary
housing professionals. In addition to facilitating the
fast and reliable service we are committed to, this
team also acts as a failsafe in the event that your
dedicated representative cannot be reached.
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Online Service and Support
Guests and clients can submit inquiries online and track the status of their
request through the extranet. All communications related to an open request are
logged and stored on the extranet.
Both clients and their transferees can review the conversations and current
status of all service requests for the life of the account.
No matter how many departments or channels are involved in resolving an
account issue, your dedicated Churchill representative remains your single point
of contact throughout the process.
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Real-time Solutions

Requests and inquiries submitted through the
extranet are received instantly by your
Churchill team and tracked all the way through
their resolution. Churchill uses powerful BPM
tools to align our priorities with the needs and
wants of our clients and guests.
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Lease Management
Churchill clients can use the extranet to manage their transferees’ active leases
and receive notifications of expiring ones. From within the extranet, clients can
even submit requests on behalf of their employees, such as a request to extend
a lease or a notice of intent to vacate an apartment.
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Guest Feedback
Churchill actively seeks feedback from our
guests through the extranet, using online
surveys.
Any area in which a guest is less
than satisfied with Churchill’s
service sends an immediate alert
to the dedicated Churchill
representative.
Clients can view their transferees’
survey results online, including the
steps taken to resolve any
problems that may have been
reported at the time the survey
was completed.
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Account Reference Point
Important details of your corporate account with Churchill are stored on the
extranet for your reference. The extranet can be used as a billing reference for
payment arrangements, terms, designated invoice recipients and charge
responsibilities.
Clients can also reference the extranet to find out about…

 Apartment pricing and special rates
 Setup fees
 Extend/Vacate notice terms
 Damage responsibility
 Other account agreements
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Online Document Access
Through the extranet, clients and guests can download important documents
related to their account. Encrypted file storage and advanced third party security
ensure that only you have access to these files.
Guests have the ability to download and print information about their temporary
home, including driving directions, apartment information and lease details.
Clients have 24/7 online
access to account documents
and reports prepared by their
Churchill account team,
according to client need.
Clients may also download
copies of their transferees’
leases.
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Client Testimonials
“The extranet site is fantastic! I’m very excited about it. I think our clients will find that is extremely user
friendly and convenient. It will allow us (the relocation provider) to follow-up on any issues or progress
along the way, such as move-in instructions, vacate dates, etc. without having to email Churchill directly
. . It’s nice to have the luxury of getting immediate answers!
Elena Hoff, MSi, June 19, 2009
“We think the Churchill extranet is great – it’s a useful tool for looking at individual customer stays. The
most valuable information for us surrounds the customers move-in/out and intent to vacate notices. I
really like the idea of the customers being able to submit issues right on the site and everything can be
easily tracked in one spot.”
Katie Higgins, Cartus, June 15, 2009
“The new Churchill extranet is a great tool that benefits me and the many guests who use your apartments
. . It is user friendly and pleasing to the eye . . I will take full advantage of this useful service.”
Anthony Buttacavole, Standard Chartered Bank, June 18, 2009
“I like the fact that I can put in for an extension online instead of shooting off emails. This is a really
convenient and easy tool to use.”
Darlene Fitzsimmons, Coach Leatherware, June 15, 2009
“I found the Churchill extranet to be very user friendly, informative and detail oriented. It’s a valuable
source of information for my associates . . to find out about the property . . and what amenities are
available to them, as well as what is of interest in the neighborhood.”
Greta M. Franklin, Global Sourcing – Global Travel, Deutsche Bank, June 18, 2009
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